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PHYSICS

( Major )

. Paper : 5.2

Full Marks : 60

Time : 3 hours

Tlrc ftgures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. Choose the correct option : lx7:7
(a) The maximum number of electrons in

the d-subshell of an atom is

02
(it) B

(iii) to
(iu) 18

(b) Into how many components the 2St/z
level of Na may split when a weak
magnetic field is applied to result in
anomalous Zeeman effect?

(L) 2
(it) 3

(iii) 4
(iu) s
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(c) F.rom wl

"*o,u'u,lLi "l 3' followinl:ion of ,fr"--'"1'f 
concepts an

condition /. _ ^, h-- r:oor quantum

(t) nuyr"igl 
""..*--,"1 

be round?

(t4 ptancks 
idea .i ni*,"_(itt) Louis

(iu) n^mul:,r:::*,r" matter wave

(d) An atom e

fl *:T.T #;:*Tffi ,h 
l"*d:'ili'jnfl?Hi":;h.;::f 

;J;"r,:,::..J
(z) ft=1, k=2
(r4 n=1, ft=-
(iti) n=4, t=g
(iu) n=4, ft=_

@ 
fr#-l;T.g.:re:tron strikes a r

oo"' ;;"'il! iTi::: " d;,.: ;:'i#
aPpear ."Ll'lT:* or 

"',"'ry thatrespective,":;:: ?s-, souncl aio n.atis correct?J ' "ren which of the rotto*ing
(t) Oz =gs =0

::!, ? =o,ea <ex

'::'l ?' * a, Qa > ex(tu) ex , er, es = o
Ars_r300 /24?
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(J) The energr levels of an atom are -20 eV,

-1O eV, -5 eV, *2 eV and -O.5 eV, ...
A high-energr electron accelerated
through a potential difference V strikes
and ionizes the atom. The value of Vis

(t) 20 volt

(it 19'5 volt

ftil IA voLt

(iu) 12 volt

(g) Which of the following cannot emit
visible radiations?

0H
(ir) He

(iii) He+

(iu) He++

2. Answer any four of the following questions :

2x4=8

(a) In Rutherford cr-scattering experiment,
it was found that 1x106 particles were
scattered at an angle 60' per minute.
How many cr-particles per minute were
observed at an angle 18O"?



l4l

(b) An electron in motion is equivalent to an
electric current. Show that the
electronic current / in a hydrogen-like

n2
atom is I * o 

^,where the symbols have
a

/?J

their usuai mcanings.

(c) Mention two differences as regards
wavelength and intensity of observed ,

light tn case of Rayleigh scattering and
Raman effect.

(d) An X-ray tube operates at 40 kV and the
partial vacuu.m inside the tube offers a
resistance of 5 MQ. Ho'*' many electrons
strike the target per second?

(e) The wavelength of the spectral lines
emitted by a hydrogen-like atom for a
transition a -s b is given by

^ l2Oa2L= ooz nm

where a>b and b=1. What are the
shortest and the longest wa'.relengths
emitted by the atom?

(n A particle of mass 3'2xlo-27 kg passes
through the velocity selector of a
Bainbridge mass spectrograph. The
electric field and the magnetic field used

{s}
in the velocity selector are respectively
30 kV m*l and. 0'1T. What is the kinetic
eners/, in eV, with which the particle
enters the evacuated D-shaped
chamber of the spectrograph?

3. Answer (a) and asry twofrom (b), (c)and (d) :

5x3= 1 5

(a) Describe Paschen-Back effect, and show
that using proper selection rules, one
can get spectral lines corresponding to
normal Zeerr'an effect.

(b) Show that the radii of stable orbits in a
hydrogen-like atom are proportional to
n2 /2, where n is the principal
quantum number and Z is the atomic
number.

(c) In an experiment on normal Zeeman
effect, light of wavelength 600 nm was
used. The applied magnetic field was

!f. n was seen that the wavelength
10
separation between the two component
lines was 0'0102 nm. What was the
value of e/m of electron determined
frr:m the experiment?
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(d.) Write a short note on arry one of the

following :

0 Alkali spectra

(iL) Sommerfeld's relativistic correction
of Bohr's atorn model

(iii) X-raY sPectra

Answer (a) and, (b), and arly one from (c), (d)

and, (e): 1Ox3=s30

(a) Draw a neat diagram oi the experi-

mental arranE4ement of Stern and

Gerlach. What effect the magnetic field

would have Produced had it been

uniform? Justi$ your answer mathema-

tically. Show how two traces are

produced by the atomic beam' 2+I+2+5=IA

(b) A photon of X-ray with wavelength l' is
incident on a free electron at rest' After

the collision with the electron the

photon is scattered. at an angle cr and its
wavelength becomes l', where I'> l"
Show that (l'- I) is ProPortional to
. z(a) ation ofsin"l :- l, assumrng conservi

\2 )'
ener$/ and the electron to recoil with
relativistic speed. Is it possible for the

electron to absorb the entire energr of
the Photon? JustifY Your answer

7+1+2=19

( Continued )
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(c) Describe Aston's mass spectrograph
and discuss how the beam of positive
ions is focussed. 2+8=10

(d) What do you mean by impact
parameter? What happens when impact
parameter becomes zero? A slow-
moving proton is shot into a heavy atom
at rest. The impact parameter of the
collision is b. If the proton is scattered
at an angle 0, then show that cot$ * b.
Is it possible for the target atom to emit
X-rays after the impact? Justiff your
answer. l+l+6+1+1=19

(e) Write short notes on any two of tine
following : 5 x2=IO
(r) Raman effect

(iE Moseley's law
(iii) L-S and J-J coupting

***
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